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Abstract—This paper proposes a novel method to detect and locate power outages based on the information collected from social media. Twitter is used as a real-time social sensor in the proposed method. To solve the challenges of detecting a targeted event from the fragmented and noisy tweets, we devise a probabilistic framework to integrate the textual, temporal, and spatial information to identify the event. To improve the accuracy of outage detection, we propose a supervised topic model with a heterogeneous information network. The proposed technique is tested with real tweets and outage cases. The numerical results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed methodology. The comparison between the proposed method, and support vector machine and statistics Bayesian method shows the accuracy of the developed model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE MASSIVE amounts of data collected from wide-area monitoring systems, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI), and social media provide opportunities to develop a data-enabled modernized power system. While the utilities can better understand system conditions and customer behaviors, plan and control power grids, and design energy efficient programs, they are facing challenges in managing and taking advantage of big data.

Reliability and customer satisfaction continue to be among the top concerns of utilities. The detection and location of outages is one of the major functions of a smart distribution management system. An efficient outage management system (OMS) can dramatically decrease the durations and sizes of power outages. Traditionally, a utility identifies power outage areas through trouble calls from customers. The assumption is that a customer will use a landline telephone linked to a physical address to report outages. Nowadays, most customers use cell phones and may not make a prompt outage call to utilities. With the installation of smart meters, the AMI-enabled outage management can rapidly detect power outages without relying on customer phone calls. Many studies have been made in literature on detecting power outages by smart meters. The study in [1] proposed a fuzzy petri nets-based method to detect fraudulent consumption and power outages using AMI data. The study in [2] proposed a knowledge-based system to locate distribution system outages using data from customer trouble calls and wireless automated meter reading systems. Reference [3] developed a tree-based on-demand method to obtain information about the system status without polling all smart meters. Reference [4] proposed probabilistic and fuzzy model-based filter algorithms to process outage data from automated metering system. The study in [5] optimally deployed power flow sensors and used them for outage detection based on the hypothesis testing. Therefore, smart meters have the potential to improve the detection and location of outages. However, smart meter-based detection requires a reliable and complicated communication system. Moreover, the wide deployment of AMI also requires a lot of time and financial investments, which may not be affordable to all utilities. Hence, there is a need to find additional information sources for OMS.

In this information age, customers are already actively engaged in social media such as Facebook and Twitter. The ever-growing digital media network can be considered as social sensors. The data from social sensors can be used to identify the location and extent of an outage without adding new measurement and communication instruments. Social sensors have been used in detecting events such as nature disasters and severe weather events [6], [7]. The integration of social media to power system analysis and operation is a relatively new topic. The usefulness of social media in outage detection has been recognized by the power industry [8]. In this paper, we present a probabilistic framework for the detection and location of power outages by using the abundant amount of data collected from Twitter. Twitter can provide the most up-to-date and inclusive stream of information and commentary on present events [7]. When an outage occurs, customers may discuss the troubles in tweets. The large number of users and its real-time nature makes Twitter an ideal data source for event extraction. Certain challenges may arise with identifying
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outage areas based on tweets, which can be summarized as follows: individual tweets are short and lacking in sufficient context to categorize them into topics of interest; Twitter users’ commentaries include a variety of topics, unclear in advance which event types are appropriate to be used as an initial estimation of topics; and tweets are written in an informal style, which cannot be directly analyzed by using language processing tools designed for edited texts.

Every Twitter user is an active observer who is constantly monitoring the world. As shown in Fig. 1, when a power outage happens, Twitter users post tweets per chance about the event. The following examples demonstrate representative tweets about power outages: (1) a tweet with words and addresses that are related to an outage, e.g., “Power outages occurred in Southwest Bend. Tweet me if you’re affected;” (2) a tweet with words that are related to power outages, but without an address, e.g., “Dispatch says residents are experiencing massive power outages for unknown reasons;” (3) a tweet that does not explicitly indicate a power outage, but is actually related to an outage, e.g., “Why all lights don’t work;” (4) a tweet with words that are related to an outage, but is actually talking about something else, e.g., “North Korea Internet outage could be a response to Sony Hack;” and (5) a tweet with words that are related to a power outage, but it is not a real-time report of the event, e.g., “An outage happened yesterday.”

A large number of tweets on power outages within a short time in a certain area indicates a high probability of a power outage in the corresponding area. Therefore, we propose a method based on the supervised Latent Dirichlet Allocation (sLDA) to detect and locate power outage events. A maximum-likelihood method is developed for parameter estimation. Since a tweet has a 140-character limit, the topic in a tweet may not be clear and definite. Traditional topic models cannot be applied to analyze tweets. To solve this challenge, we investigate the event detection problem by a supervised topic modeling with text-rich heterogeneous information network. The proposed Twitter-based outage detection can be integrated with existing OMS to provide better identification of outages.

Compared to existing work, the contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

1. We propose a probabilistic framework to analyze large-scale real-time tweets to detect power outages considering the spatial-temporal characteristics of tweets.

2. We develop a hybrid model that integrates a heterogeneous information network and a supervised topic model to improve the accuracy of the detection by reorganizing the temporal, spatial and textual information.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the existing work on social media-based event detection. Section III presents the analysis of the problem and the proposed framework. Section IV discusses the learning model. Section V proposes the detection model. In Section VI, the numerical results are provided. Section VII concludes the paper with the major findings.

II. RELATED WORK

The information extraction from Twitter has been studied by many papers. Huberman et al. [9] studied more than 300,000 Twitter users and found that relationships among Twitter friends play a key role in understanding users’ interactions. Boyd et al. [10] investigated the re-tweeting activity, in which a user forwarded messages that were originally posted by others. The event detection by Twitter has attracted interests in academia in recent years [6], [11], [12].

Bauman et al. [13] proposed a method that used Twitter for the detection of power outages. They applied key words searching to collect power outage-related tweets, and used Kleinbergs method [14] to detect bursts within tweets. The method provided a good solution. However, probabilistic semantic analysis and spatial/temporal characteristics of outages can be used to improve the detection performance [15].

MacEachren et al. [16] designed a Web-based mapping tool to classify tweets and extract useful information. The tool could be used to analyze a large number of tweets and extract potentially useful information. Starbird and Stamberger [17] introduced a tweet syntax that included parsable keywords, which facilitated the extraction of detailed information in a tweet (e.g., victims’ needs and damage state descriptions in tweets).

Guy et al. [18] developed a prototype system that collected, collated, and analyzed tweets to extract useful information after an earthquake. The system could identify tweets that are related to the key word “earthquake” and its equivalents in other languages. Sakaki et al. [6] proposed an algorithm to monitor earthquake-related tweets in a real-time manner. In the algorithm, a Twitter user was considered as a social sensor, and Kalman filtering and particle filtering algorithms were used for location estimation. However, power outages are different from earthquakes, since the former only influences a relatively small region and cannot be considered as a social topic. So we cannot simply use these methods to monitor power outages.

Zhao and Mitra [19] defined an event as a set of relationships among social users on a specific topic over a certain time period. Events could be extracted from social text streams by three steps: text-based clustering, temporal segmentation, and graph cuts of social networks. Tweets were searched and classified using a support vector machine (SVM). A target event was detected by a temporal probability model. Locations of events were estimated by a Bayesian filter. However, this method was specifically designed for the location estimation.
of earthquakes and cannot be easily generalized to detect other events.

A few papers have studied the real-time event information extraction from tweets. Zhao et al. [20] detected sub-events occurring in NFL games by tracking the increase of tweeting activities. In [7], the authors introduced a tool named TWICAL, which was an open-source event-extraction and categorization system for Twitter. The Twitter Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools were used to extract special words from tweets. Then TWICAL classified events based on latent variable models.

III. PROBLEM ANALYSIS

In this paper, the target event is a power outage. An event is an arbitrary classification in a spatial/temporal region. It has active participating agents, passive factors, products, and locations in both the spatial and temporal domains.

A. Semantic Analysis of Tweets

Compared to existing methods, which are only based on keyword searching, we identify tweets that are related to our topics of interest [21]. Topic modeling algorithms are statistical methods that analyze the words in the original texts to discover topics. For example, if we have two topics $z_1 = \{\text{power, outage}\}$ and $z_2 = \{\text{Africa, SouthAsia}\}$. A topic-word matrix $\beta$ can be used to represent these two topics as:

$$
\begin{array}{cccc}
  & \text{power} & \text{outage} & \text{Africa} & \text{South Asia} \\
  z_1 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
  z_2 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 \\
\end{array}
$$

The sentence “A power outage is affecting much of Africa and South Asia” can be parsed into a word-frequency vector $D$ as:

$$
D = 
\begin{bmatrix}
  1/4, \text{ (power)} \\
  1/4, \text{ (outage)} \\
  1/4, \text{ (Africa)} \\
  1/4, \text{ (SouthAsia)} \\
\end{bmatrix}
$$

In (1), we have removed stop words [23] in the sentence, i.e., words without useful information. Each element in $D$ represents the proportion of the corresponding word in a tweet. The sentence can be annotated as “A power! $z_1$ outage! $z_1$ is affecting much of Africa $z_2$ and South Asia $z_2$.” So the topic proportion of this sentence is $z_{1,2} = \{0.5, 0.5\}$. Using topics instead of key words in analyzing tweets can make machines better understand the textual information.

In topic models, an unobserved topic variable $z_k \in \{z_1, \ldots, z_K\}$ is associated with the occurrence of a word $w_i \in \{w_1, \ldots, w_M\}$ in a particular tweet $d$. The topics and words can compose a matrix $\beta$ with a size of $K \times M$. Given a word-frequency vector $D$ of a tweet, the topic proportions can be calculated by extracting words in the tweet as:

$$
z_{1:k} = \beta D
$$

where $z_{1:k}$ is a $K$-length vector that represents the proportions of topics from $z_1$ to $z_K$ in the tweet. It has been shown that tweets with certain contents that we are interested in have similar proportions of topics [22]. We use $y$ to label a tweet and indicate whether the tweet is related to power outage events:

$$
y = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if the tweet is related to power outage;} \\
0, & \text{other tweets.} 
\end{cases}
$$

The probability of a tweet that is related to power outages can be defined as $p(y = 1 \mid d)$.

However, the information in tweets is highly complicated as shown in the introduction section. To achieve a better detection performance, we need both temporal and spatial information that is included in tweets when they are being posted. When a power outage happens within a short time of a closed area, a lot of people being affected may discuss the event on Twitter. To integrate the multi-type information, including time, location, and texts, we use the heterogeneous information network theory.

B. Temporal Analysis of Tweets

Each tweet is stamped with a posting time. For example, Fig. 2 presents the number of tweets related to a power outage in one day, which is manually counted. It can be seen that a spike occurs from 10:00 to 14:00, which corresponds to an actual power outage event occurred at Southwest Bend in Oregon. Therefore, if the topics corresponding to power outages are highly cited in a short time, the probability of an actual power outage is high. To evaluate whether a tweet is really reporting a power outage, the proportion of tweets occurred in the period from $t - \delta t$ to $t$ is represented as $NT_{total}$, and the number of tweets related to the power outage event in these tweets is represented as $NT_{target}$. We use $p(y = 1 \mid t)$ defined in (4) to represent the probability that outage-related tweets are posted. During major events other than power outages, the Twitter activity may be particularly high, which could result in a lower sensitivity of outage detection.

$$
p(y = 1 \mid t) = \frac{NT_{target}}{NT_{total}}.
$$

C. Spatial Analysis of Tweets

Unlike the temporal analysis, tweets are not always stamped with their posting locations. For tweets with location stamps, we can directly find the locations of the events. For those without location stamps, the spatial information may be extracted from the contents. During the time period from $t - \delta t$ to $t$,
the number of tweets posted around the current tweet location \( l \) is represented as \( N_{\text{total}} \), and the number of tweets that are related to the target event in these tweets is represented as \( N_{\text{target}} \). We use \( p(y = 1 \mid l) \) to represent the probability that outage-related tweets are posted:

\[
p(y = 1 \mid l) = \frac{N_{\text{target}}}{N_{\text{total}}}.
\]

D. Proposed Framework

Fig. 3 shows the proposed two-stage framework. The first stage is the training process. In particular, tweets that report power outages are labeled as 1, and other tweets are labeled as 0. The labeled data is used by the supervised topic model to learn the latent parameters and the topic-word matrix. The second stage is to detect the power outage events based on the latent parameters and topic-word matrix obtained in the first stage. We perform the temporal and spatial analysis to detect tweets. Based on the temporal and spatial information, the alert sensor decides whether an outage alert should be issued. Details on the alert sensor are discussed in Section V.

IV. LEARNING MODEL

As shown in Fig. 4, the temporal and spatial information of a tweet can be used to improve the performance of the topic modeling. We consider tweets and associated posting time and locations as elements of an interconnected graph, which is named as a heterogeneous information network. Based on the temporal and spatial properties of topics, the constructed heterogeneous information network can be used for modeling and classifying the topics (e.g., the outage-related words are classified as Topic 1 and the address-related words as Topic 2).

A. Supervised Topic Modeling

In topic models, the words of a tweet can be classified into a set of latent topics, i.e., a set of unknown distributions over the vocabulary [23]. Each tweet uses a mix of topics that are unique to itself. In supervised topic modeling, every tweet is associated with a label, as shown in equation (3). The intention is to find latent topics that predict the labels for future unlabeled tweets.

Given a tweet, we can calculate its topic distribution by equation (2). In this equation, we need to calculate the unknown topic-word matrix \( \beta \). A variety of algorithms have been used to estimate the parameters of topic models, e.g., the basic expectation-maximization [24], the approximation inference methods [23], the expectation propagation [25], and the Gibbs sampling [26]. This paper uses the Gibbs sampling since it estimates parameters from Dirichlet priors and allows combining estimates from several local maxima of the posterior distribution [27].

The LDA model has three sets of unknown parameters: the tweet distribution \( \theta \), the topic distribution \( \phi \), and the latent variables corresponding to the assignments of words in a topic \( z \) [23]. A Markov chain that converges to the posterior distribution on \( z \) can be constructed by applying Gibbs sampling. The Markov chain is then used to calculate \( \theta \) and \( \phi \). The transition between two successive states of the Markov chain can be calculated by using the standard Dirichlet integrals:

\[
p(z_j \mid w_i = m, z_{-j}, w_{-i}) \propto \frac{C_{mj}^{WT} + b}{\sum_{m' \in w_{-i}} C_{m'j}^{WT} + Vb} \frac{C_{dj}^{DT} + a}{\sum_{j' \in z_{-j}} C_{d'j}^{DT} + Ta}.
\]
m is assigned to a topic j without counting the present instance, m′ represents the words in w_{-i}; C^D_{mj} is the number of times that a topic j has occurred in a tweet d without counting the current instance, j represents all the topics, and a and b are hyper-parameters that are set by users [23]. Since tweets are short, the topics in tweets are more sensitive to words. So we set the parameters to be a = 0.3 and b = 0.1 to improve the sensitivity. For a sample from this Markov chain, we can assign every word to a topic and estimate θ and φ as follows:

\[ \phi_{mj} = \frac{C^W_{mj} + b}{\sum_{m' \in w_{-i}} C^W_{m'j} + Vb} \]  \tag{7}

\[ \theta_{dj} = \frac{C^D_{dj} + a}{\sum_j C^D_{dj} + Ta} \]  \tag{8}

where \( \phi_{mj} \) is the probability of using a word m in a topic j, and \( \theta_{dj} \) is the probability of the topic j in a tweet d. In this way, we can assign all words in a training set to topics and obtain the topic-word matrix \( \beta \).

We use a normal distribution with the mean vector \( \eta \) and the variance matrix \( \sigma^2 \) to label a tweet as:

\[ p(y = 1 | z_{1:K}, \eta, \sigma^2) = N(z_{1:K} | \eta, \sigma^2) \]  \tag{9}

We apply the maximum likelihood estimation to estimate the parameters \( \eta \) and \( \sigma^2 \). We collect all of outage-related tweets in the training set to form a sample set to learn the parameters of the normal distribution. Suppose the topic distribution of n-th tweet in the sample set is a vector \( z^{(n)} \). The probability function of the n-th tweet related to a power outage is \( N(z^{(n)} | \eta, \sigma^2) \). Then, the joint probability density function \( L(\eta, \sigma^2) \) is:

\[ L(\eta, \sigma^2) = \prod_{i=1}^{n} N(z^{(n)} | \eta, \sigma^2) \]  \tag{10}

In this case, the natural logarithm of the likelihood function is:

\[ \log L(\eta, \sigma^2) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \log N(z^{(n)} | \eta, \sigma^2) \]  \tag{11}

The parameter \( \eta \) can be calculated as [28]:

\[ \hat{\eta} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} z^{(n)} \]  \tag{12}

The \( n \) is the number of samples. Therefore, the parameter \( \sigma^2 \) can be calculated by the maximum likelihood estimator as [28]:

\[ \hat{\sigma}^2 = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (z^{(n)} - \hat{\eta})^2 \]  \tag{13}

Algorithm 1 shows the learning steps to develop a supervised topic model based on the Gibbs sampling and the maximum likelihood estimation. Steps 1-13 represent the Gibbs sampling procedure. In step 5, we calculate the number of times that a word m is assigned to a topic j for each word and the number of times that a topic j has occurred in a tweet d. In steps 6 and 7, the topic models parameters \( \phi \) and \( \theta \) are calculated. In step 8, we calculate the probability for each word assigned to a specific topic. In step 9, we assign each word to the most probable topic. Then, we can obtain a topic-word matrix \( \beta \). Steps 14-16 represent the maximum likelihood estimation procedure to use the labeled tweets to calculate the normal distribution parameters \( \eta \) and \( \sigma^2 \) of outage-related tweets.

### B. Heterogeneous Information Network

To improve the performance of the topic modeling by using the temporal and spatial information, we use a heterogeneous information network to learn the topics [29]. It is known that the same topic is more likely to be cited in a similar time and location. Based on equation (2), the topic distribution for a tweet \( d \) can be recalculated as:

\[ z_{1:K} = \beta DP(z_{1:K} | t, l) \]  \tag{14}

where \( P(z_{1:K} | t, l) \) is the topic distribution of tweets from time \( t - \delta t \) to \( t \) around the location \( l \). We apply the same method in Section IV-A to obtain the unknown constants \( (\eta, \sigma^2) \).

Given the word-frequency vector \( D \) of a new tweet, the probability that it is labeled as an outage-related tweet is calculated as \( p(y = 1 | D, \beta, \eta, \sigma^2) \), which is discussed in next section.
V. Detecting Model

The words in a tweet can be parsed as a word-frequency vector \( D \). The topic distribution of a tweet can be calculated using (14). The probability that the topics of the tweet are related with a power outage is:

\[
p(y = 1|D, \beta, \eta, \sigma^2) = N(z_{1:K}|\eta, \sigma^2)
\]  

(15)

However, even if the topics are related to outages, the intention of this tweet may not be reporting the outage event, as discussed in the introduction section.

Therefore, \( p(y = 1 | t, l) \) represents the probability that the tweet is related to a power outage that occurs between time \( t - \delta t \) and \( t \) around the location \( l \):

\[
p(y = 1|t, l) = p(y = 1|t)p(y = 1|l)
\]  

(16)

Based on the above analysis, the probability that a power outage is happening can be calculated as:

\[
e = p(y = 1|D, \beta, \eta, \sigma^2)p(y = 1|t, l)
\]  

(17)

The outage alert will be issued if \( e \) is larger than a threshold value \( V_{th} \).

VI. Numerical Experiments

The power outage events in a U.S. city are studied in this paper. We use 10,000 labeled tweets to form the training set. The set contains tweets that are relevant and irrelevant to power outage events. We use tweets from January 2014 to detect the power outage events and validate the performance of the proposed model. The test set is completely separated from the training set, and is not used during the learning procedure. The training set includes the first 20 days of tweets and the test set includes the remaining 10 days of tweets. We labeled each tweet in the training set to indicate whether it is related to a power outage.

We compare the proposed method with two popular textual classification methods, statistics Bayesian [30] and support vector machine (SVM) [31]. The statistics Bayesian method considers all words in the training set as features, and calculates the occurrence probability of a word \( w_i \) in outage-related tweets as follows:

\[
p(y = 1|w_i) = \frac{p(y = 1)p(w_i|y = 1)}{p(y = 1)p(w_i|y = 1) + p(y = 0)p(w_i|y = 0)}
\]  

(18)

The occurrence probability of \( w_i \) in outage-unrelated tweets is \( p(y = 0|w_i) \) and can be calculated as \( 1 - p(y = 1|w_i) \). After the training process, the statistic Bayesian method can calculate the probability that a new tweet is related or unrelated to a power outage by:

\[
p(y = 1|w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_n) = \prod_{i=1}^{n} p(y = 1|w_i)
\]  

(19)

\[
p(y = 0|w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_n) = \prod_{i=1}^{n} p(y = 0|w_i)
\]  

(20)

where \( w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_n \) are the words in the tweet. If \( p(y = 1|w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_n) > p(y = 0|w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_n) \), it classifies the tweet as an outage-related one.

We separate the outage detection task into two parts. The first part is to find the power outage-related tweets. Then, these tweets are used to determine whether a power outage event occurred. In the first stage, SVM, statistics Bayesian, and the proposed method can all identify whether a tweet is related to power outages. But in the second stage, neither SVM nor statistics Bayesian can deal with temporal and spatial information of tweets, due to the lack of the input mechanism for multi-type features. Therefore, we use (17) to estimate whether a tweet indicates a real power outage. The difference between SVM/statistics Bayesian and our method in the second stage is that the probability of outage-related tweets \( p(y = 1|d) \) is calculated by SVM and statistics Bayesian themselves. In addition, the SVM and statistics Bayesian are supported by the scikit-learn library [32] in this paper.

A. Performance of Spatial Information Detection

The spatial information is important for the event detection. It is necessary to investigate whether the proposed method can detect the spatial information and how the performance of the event detection can be improved by leveraging the spatial information. The first step is to determine the size of the spatial domain that will be taken into account, i.e., tweets in how much area that will be considered. We use the training set to conduct a few tests. We find that if the radius of the domain is small, the system ignores many outage-related tweets, which will affect the performance dramatically. On the other hand, if the radius is too large, the performance becomes worse. The proportion of the outage-related tweets decreases in a large area. As shown in Fig. 5, the best performance happens at about 450 ft in all of the three methods. So, we set 450 ft as the boundary. This means we use an outage-related tweet as the center and consider the tweets within a 450-ft radius. If we identify any new outage-related tweets, they will be used as new centers. The process is repeated until we find enough outage-related tweets. Fig. 6 (a) shows the actual distance between the power outage and the posting locations of tweets. Figs. 6 (b), (c), and (d) show the spatial information detected by the proposed method, SVM, and the statistics Bayesian...
Fig. 6. (a) Actual distance between posting locations and outage locations; (b), (c), and (d) show numbers of real outage-reporting tweets identified by different methods.

Fig. 7. Comparison of outage detection with and without spatial information. Compared to the other two methods, the location detection results of the proposed method are closer to the actual case.

We have compared the detection performance of cases with and without the spatial information in the learning process. Fig. 7 shows the comparison of results in detecting power outage events. The x-axis represents the elapsed time between the Twitter posting and the first identified outage-related tweet. The y-axis represents the accuracy of detection of outage-related tweets. The accuracy rate is defined as the percentage fraction of identified events that are real outages in all possible outages that are detected by the method. It can be seen that the spatial information can be used to improve the detection accuracy. This is because more irrelevant tweets can be filtered by considering the spatial information, i.e., a tweet has a low probability to report an actual event if the posting location is far from the concentrated posting areas of event-related tweets.

### B. Topic Extraction

Table I shows a list of samples of topics extracted and clustered by Algorithm 1. The total number of topics of tweets is 100. For brevity, the table shows 5 selected topics and the top 7 words for each. It can be seen that Topic 1 is more related to power outages, Topic 2 is more related to medicines and drugs, Topic 3 is related to colors, Topic 4 is related to human behaviors, and Topic 5 is related to medical care. The extracted words have been successfully clustered into different topic categories by the sLDA method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic 1</th>
<th>Topic 2</th>
<th>Topic 3</th>
<th>Topic 4</th>
<th>Topic 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power Outage</td>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>Mind</td>
<td>Doctor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cut</td>
<td>Effect</td>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>Thought</td>
<td>Patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Today</td>
<td>Body</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>Remember</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>Pain</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>Nurse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancelled Shut</td>
<td>Person</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Thinking</td>
<td>Patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alcohol</td>
<td>Color</td>
<td>Felt</td>
<td>Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bright</td>
<td>Remember</td>
<td>Dental</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### C. Detection Result

The proposed system detects whether the content of a tweet is related to power outages, and then identifies whether the tweet reports a real power outage event. As discussed in Sections IV and V, an outage-related tweet does not necessarily indicate a real outage event. The power outage alert will only be issued if a significant number of outage-related tweets are identified in a specific area and within a certain time period. Table II shows a few sampled tweets. Some of the tweets are related to outage, but do not really report...
power outages. Table III shows the detecting results of the sampled tweets by the proposed method, SVM, and statistics Bayesian method. It can be seen that the proposed method outperforms the other two methods in identifying outage-related tweets. For example, for tweets 2 and 7, SVM and statistics Bayesian methods cannot deal with such a long tweet with noisy information. This is because the methods based on keywords cannot process complicated information. The topic model uses a general way to represent tweets. Each tweet is represented by a topic distribution. Therefore, our proposed method can analyze the complex information. Another reason is that the proposed method takes advantage of spatial and temporal information to improve the detection performance, while SVM and statistics Bayesian method are unable to deal with multi-type information.

We also computed the recall measure. Recall is defined as the fraction of relevant instances that are retrieved. We assume that False Negative is the total number of power outages mentioned on Twitter in the test set that are missed by our system, and True Positive is the set of real power outages that are mentioned in tweets in the test set and are identified by our method. The recall is calculated as:

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{\text{TruePositive}}{\text{TruePositive} + \text{FalseNegative}}
\]

In this test, we use the threshold value \( V_{th} \) to control the recall values. The performance comparison is shown in Fig. 8. The accuracy decreases as the recall value increases. Overall, the accuracy of the proposed method outperforms the other two methods. As shown in Table IV, we use the best F-measure to compare the performance. F-measure is calculated as:

\[
F = \frac{2 \times \text{Accuracy} \times \text{Recall}}{\text{Accuracy} + \text{Recall}}
\]

The accuracy of prediction of our proposed method is 81.6%, which is better than traditional prediction methods such as SVM and statistics Bayesian method. The results show that the recall of power outage event is higher than that of SVM by 15%, and is higher than that of statistics Bayesian method by 8%. The accuracy of the proposed method is higher than SVM and statistics Bayesian method by 6% and 18%, respectively.

### TABLE III

**DETECTION RESULTS OF THREE METHODS (THE PROPOSED METHOD, SVM, AND STATISTIC BAYESIAN METHOD)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Proposed method</th>
<th>SVM</th>
<th>Bayesian method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Related</td>
<td>Real Reporting</td>
<td>Related</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### VII. CONCLUSION

This paper provides a novel methodology for the detection and location of power outages using social sensors. The proposed approach is based on a supervised topic model with a heterogeneous information network. Compared to existing methods, such as topic modeling on event detection, the new method leverages both temporal and spatial information to improve the performance of event identification. The numerical experiments show that the proposed method can assist utilities to locate actual outage areas without adding any measurement and communication infrastructures. The proposed method can be integrated with the existing distribution management system to enable a social data-driven outage management.
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